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AGENDA ITEM 9

.General debate (conUnued)

1. Mr. FLORIT (Argentina) (translated from Span
ish): Allow me first to convey to the President my
congratulations and those of my delegation and the
Government of the Argentine Republic on his election.

2. The Government of Argentina wishes special
significance to be attached to its attendance at this,
the thirteenth session of the General Assembly of the
United Nations. For Argentina, aft~r a process which
has not been without its difficulties, has returned to .
an invigorated constitutional order, with solidly
based democratic institutions and with the rule of law
firmly established. My Government can therefore
appreciate the true significance of this greatAssembly,
for our country has always been a champion of the
tenets of international law; and through its behaviour
in the most widely differing ctrcumstancea, has shown
its respect for the juridicall3ettlement of international
disputes, and its obedience to peace~ul authorities, to
whose judgement it has always submitted the outcome
of its own vtctortes,

, 3. For us, the United Nations genuinely represents
one of the most far.,.reaching ventures ever undertaken
by man. It is a noble attempt to unite the international
community through the rule of law and to give practical
effect to that universal morality which we all desire,
as being the only means whereby peaceful relation
ships can be established between all the peoples of the
earth. But the high hopes which we place in the United
Nations do not, of course, allow us to forget the ex
treme gravity of the problems which today darken the
world scene and jeopardize the destiny of the civiliza
tion shared by all peoples here represented.

': 4~ The existence of.two powerful blocs around which
. vast numbers .of the population of the world are

grouped is an undeniable fact. And it is also-a fact
that the ceaseless interplay of power and national in
terests gives rise, within the r.estricted areas which it
affects, to constant and ever-recurring disputes which
bring mankind to the brink ofchaotic and unpredictable
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situations. By a curious paradox of hist~ry, that very
progress which, with unparalleled and ever-increasing
speed, has opened up new hOl'izons of spiritual wealth
and material to mankind can destroy all its work in a
single instant. Thus the full realization ofthe freedom
which this progress has created can easily annihilate
the rich universe which has been won.

5. My CQuntry accepts the existence of this unfortu
nate state of world nffah's, since the harsh reality of
facts makes it imperative to do so. It belleves,
however, in the absolute necessity of finding an issue
from this grave crisis. It believes that the instinct of
self-preservation lays upon all peoples the urgent
obligation to unite to find a solution to this potential
conflict, and that this para,mount objective cannot be
achieved by resorting to vague statements ,or expres
sions ()f good Will, llut only through concrete measures
which, by promoting progress and wealth, will make
possible the appearance of new protagonists on the
world stage. New influences will have to emerge,
capable of restoring the balance endangered in our
time by the disproportionate development of certain
nations.
6. That is how the situation looks to the Argentine
Republic, from its American and Western standpoint.
We wish to make this standpoint perfectly clear. We
Argentines are part of a oontinent which, geographi
cally and historically, is one, a continent in which all
countries are llnked by the closes ties of friendship
and mutual respect. And at the same time we are heirs
to a civilization the Vitality and spi\fft~al wealth of
which has made possible the p,:reat Q.ldvljnture which
mankind is living today. \ ~

_\L'
7. But it is precisely because we ~6'~ Westerners,
heirs to a traditionalhumanism,J~at we feel able to
judge differences and antagqr.-1sms from a loftier
standpoint. For we know that OU1' civilization has
spread its benefits throughout the w!Jrld because it is
inspired by Christian ideals which, in spite of the
occasional weaknesses recorded by historY~ hold a
universal message for all mankind. For that reason it
is not difficult for Argentines to address themselves
in a broad spirit of Chrtstian cordiallty to men who
belong to other cultures. The interests of all peoples
are interdependent and on many occastone it Is obvious
that to defend one of those interests in another part of
the globe is simply to defend the interests of one's
country.

8. Many countries, geographically remote from us, .
are faced with situations arising from economic and
social structures similar to our own; they share the
same problems, they belleve that such problems
should be solved in the same way and they consider,
as we do, that joint action is the best, indeed the only,
method of developing their own international pel'son
ality. Against this·background, it is eVident that the
activities of our country within the community of
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nations must be based on the cleal'..cut principles
whtch have cbaracterlzed Al'gentlne intel'national
policy at all times.

9. Thus, we Argentines believe in the principle of
self..determmatton of nations. Brought up in the
democratic tradition which is deeply rooted in Amer..
tea, we cannot conceive of any legal basis for power
other than the free consent of the community, when
that community is bound together by spiritual, tra..
ditlonal, racial and historical ties which constitute the
nation itself. And since we believe that power can only
be. legitimate if it is based on the free consent of the
community, we cannot refrain from encouraging the
endeavours of genuine nattona'~roups that seek to
achieve self-government.

10. My country has also a profound respectfor human
values. Consequently, it is deeply concerned with the
safeguarding of the rights and concrete freedoms
which are part of the deeply-cherished inheritance of
the Christian and Western tradition. The human person
is sacred and my country feels that battles waged any..
where in the world in its defence are its own battles.

11. We also uphold the right of allpeoplesto cultural
and economic development, and we feel that that
problem, on the satisfactory solu'fon or which the
peace of the world depends, must be the focus of the
activities of countries in a position similar to our own
within the framework of the United Nations.

12. We jealously defend the principle of national sov
ereignty. We have resolutely taken up this attitude
on more than one occasion, as the sister republics of
this hemisphere can testify. It is a principle which we
proclaimed in times when international affairs did not
engage the public attention to the extent that they do
today.

13. Not having been involved in the conflicts which
have made our century one of the most dramatic in
history, we can say that it has been our invariable
policy to defend the cause of world peace-a Christian
peace, of course, the fruits of a genuinely peaceful
coexistence in freedom, combined with a scrupulous
respect for the dignity of man-sand, naturally" not a
peace which is merely the expression of order im
posed by force, by the exercise of overwhelming
power.

14. Argentina believes that the greater the frankness
with which problems are discussed by the United Na
tions, the nearer that Organization will come to
achtevtng the aims that inspired its' creation. Since
international politics are, to a great extent, the visible
expression of the internal conditions and circumstan
ces prevailing in a given country, the success of the
Assembly's work will largely depend on the frankness
with which those circumstances are stated before it.
Accordingly, the Argentine delegation wishes to set
forth with absolute franknens the situation prevailing
in its country•

15. The Argentine Republic is still a country in
which economic development is inadequate. That is the
first fact which must be frankly' admitted, in spite
of the impression which may be made on the casual
foreign observer by its capital,' one of the great
cities of the world, and in spite of the vigour of the
Argentine people,

16. It ts a country well endowed with human and
natural resources, but it has not yet experienctld that
upsurge which wlll one day lead it to greatness. Its
population is sparse in relation to the extent and
wealth of its territory. Up till now it has been content
to concentrate on its Immense agricultural and live..
stock resources which continue to be the basis for its
participation in the international markets, but it has
not rationally and methodically developed other fac
tors making for a rich national life, although these are
a necessary complement to the country's actiVity if it
is to attain true greatness in keeping with the exigen
cies of our time.

,
17. The struggle to protect our products, which have
r.lways been dependent upon the conditions imposed on
the world market by the most influential economies,
has been a hard one. Conditions of equilibrium in the
market on which we depend have been subject to
sudden fluctuations which we have not been strong
enough to control, and this on more than one occasion
has discouraged our producers and left them with a
sense of helplessness. Nor can we overlook the steady
decline in agricultural and livestock production re
sulting from our inability to take advantage of the
latest advances and techniques which are today indis
pensable. Although the country is endowed with im
mensely rich coal and water-power resources, it
still suffers from a shortage of energy which weakens
its creative impulses.

18. In short, the situation in Argentina has been typi
cal of the group of countries in which the effects of the
technological revolution have not made themselves
fully felt and which are therefore lagging behind in a
period of bewilderingly rapid progress. It cannot be
denied today that we are living in an age of rapid
industrialization and intensive mechanization which
presents backward countries with the terrifying al
ternatives of keeping abreast of the times or becoming
colonies of countries which are already industrialized.
Lastly, these phenomena are closely related to the
simultaneous development of industrial technology and
large-scale industrial organizations.

19. It should be made absolutely clear that this state
of dependence is advantageous neither to those coun
tries which have to endure it nor to mankind as a
whole. Mankind is the chief victim of imbalance be
tween nations in times when misfortunes and their
repercussions affect the most distant regions in en-
tirely unexpected ways. '

20. The Argentine Republic is therefore perfectly
frank about its present position; equally, it does not
conceal the way in which it intends to face and over
come its difficulties. We do not believe that develop
ment in a national vacuum is feasible. There have been
no instances of it in history and it would be senseless
to harbour any such idea in this day and age. We do of
course believe that we must encourage national savings
in every conceivable way, if only to demonstrate our
respect for moral values. But we are also aware that
we must have the cooperation of foreign savings if, we
are to undertake the task of expansion and development
to which we are committed.

21. It is absolutely essential for. 0\11' country to raise
the investment level and Argentina is therefore. of
fering watertight guarantees to all those who are willing
to co-operate sincerely in a mutually profitable task.
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Now that constitutiOnal government has been restored, 27. We have already referl'ed to our peculiar sitaation
wo realize that a. sound fiscal policy, real social sta- in the Americas. We now reaUirm the solidarity of aU
bility, scrupulous respect for the eXisting legal ays.. the countries of the continent without exception, a
tom and flrm guarantees against improper exproprta- family which extends from pole to pole; butat the same
tion and an arbitrary policy of restrictlngtransfers of time we have to recognize the fact that while one
pronts abroad are essential if weare to obtain the eo- partic'llar country has reached a stage ofdevelopment
operation we need. unprecedented in history there are others which,
22. There is today in the Argentine Republtc an atti.. despite their wealth in hu~an and natural resources,
tude of mind which makes the accomplishment of the remain stagnant and backward, Our own case and that
great undertaking already begun not only possible,.but of other Latin American countries shows the dUff..
possible with the speed of a veritable moblllzation, as culty of acting in isolation and the extreme vulnera..
required by present circumstances. Wehave success- blllty o~ econ,omies which are not diversifiede , That ~s
fully fought against two views of long standing which why any speech by a Latin American should be ad..
have constantly hampered any really serious attempt dressed in the first instance to all those nations which
at national emancipation. The first is the so..called share with us the legacy of the civilization which
doctrine of international division oflabour under which made our nationhood possible.
for many years our country was assigned the simple 28. We Latin American countries have the unique
task of supplying raw materials at low prices to the privilege of belonging to perhaps the only group of
countries directing the world economy in exchangefor nations in the history of the world which can legiti..
manufactured goods at high prices. The second is the mately call themselves "sister nations". Doubtless
attitude of mind which, on the false pretext of fighting each of us has genuine national characteristics based
the just and popular cause of the home..made product, on a spiritual structure of its own, individual in
has actually favoured the maintenance ofthe status quo, pattern. But we have also been united from our his ..
the position of dependence and stagnation. torical beginnings by the closest ties that have ever
23. Such an outlook is a thing ofthe past in our coun- bound people together anywhere in the world. The
try, There is a real, genuine natfonal consciousness Latin American countries all came into existence .at
and awareness of exactly what we.wantto achieve, and practically the same time; they inherited the same
on this foundation our Government has introduced tradition; they are of the same racial origin and of the
within a few months and with great resoluteness a same religious faith, All the ties which are ordinarily
vigorous development policy, That is the significance taken to be characteristic of a single nation closely
of the recently..launched battle for otl; it is the first unite our.-countrtes, even though each of us may have
great fight for national fulfilment. In fighting it, we decided to go its own way in the intriguing enterprise
are facing at an ever..growing pace the task of ex- of forming a community.
ploiting fully our underground mineral wealth and 29 Both this irrevocable decision and our funda..
thereby solving our energy problems. The otl and coal m~ntal unity of origin suggest that at this time on the
which lie hidden in huge quantities beneath our Ame~.. basis of strict respect for national entities-the
Ioan soil are now ready to be added to the world s foundation of international law-we should resolutely
production and made available to the world markets, embark upon joint action for mutual development in the
provided the capital to which Argentina is offering economic sphere, with a view to removing the obsta ..
highly favourable terms is forthcoming. cles, sometimes less real than they seem and often at
24. International commitments assumed by previous variance with our wishes, which prevent us from eo..
Governments have been and will be scrupulously operating in the joint solution ofour commonproblems.
respected. ~his has already been proved in the few 30. Latin America is today playing an importantpart
months durmg which the Government has held office, in the concert of nations and it aspires to a decisive
and it can be regarded as evidence of the maturity of a role. For that purpose it can draw on the most exten..
country which is fully aware ofthe solemn nature of its sive resources to be found anywhere in the world. Its
international obligations. rich cattle-lands, its enormous mineral wealth, its
25. This in broad outline is the course which Argen- mighty' sources of energy. extend. from the tropical
tina intends to follow now in preparation for the great zones of the north to the most southerly continental
mobilization which will give the impetus to national latitudes. Lastly, it can be said that of all theconti..·
development. It is a mobilization similar to those nents itoffers the brightest prospects for the incre,ase
carried out in earlier days and other latitudes by the of its present population without the risks of over..
enterprising pioneers who ~aid the foundations for the population. .
great Powers of our time. What it has so far accom- 31. The ills of Argentina to whichweare now drawing
pUshed shows clearly that our country h~s already attention are, of course, the same ills that stunt the
pass~d t~e stage of mere talk and is determmed not to growth of the American count;ries and their great
lose a single day in the great battle to make it free potentialities; and they .can be overcome only by the
and great, joint efforts of those of our countries which suffer'
26. But while we are conscious of our vigour and our from them. At the same time, such efforts are bound
potentialities, we are also alive to our real difficul- to have a decisive influence on the development and
ties-, This simple and unadorned picture of our .coun.. cohesion of every single oneof our countries. In short,'
try's position makes it clear that if the efforts ofour joint solutions mustbe sought for common problems.
people are to be fruitful, they must not be made in ,We need one another's assistance In 'W9rld markets;
isolation· but as part of a joint effort with other we need to face the problem of relations among our..
Countriesin like circumstances, firElt and foremost in selves squarely and decisively, using peaceful means
association with our sister republics of the American for solving our disputes and our little boundary prob"
continent, lems; we need to help one another to liberate our
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-and geograpnicl\l contexts, we do 'Wish to stress most
particularly one aspectof economic co-operationwhich
in ouryiew is essentil\l to tae economic development
of the less developed areas. Experience in this field
since the war has shown that almost all the efforts
towards co-operation for the purpose of economic
development have been. concentrated on the provision
of financial. aid and technical advice, and the expan
sion of international trade. While fully recognizing the
need to maintain and Increase efforts in those direc
tions. to the greatest possible extent, the Argentine
Government wishes to take this opportunity of putting
on record the need to give equal attention to intensive
concerted action to overcome what it regards as one of
the most serious obstacles standing in the way of
economic development in the less developed countries,
in other words to the need for training teams of
technical and scientific experts among the nationals
of the less developed countries. Such teams would
not only make possible the joint execution of develop
ment plans; they would also provide both the Govern
mailts and private enterprises in those countries with
responsible leaders capable of carrying through the
arduous task of national economic development.

38. It is our intention, therefore, at meetings of the
appropriate bodies, ,to advocate the. allotment of a high
proportion of the resources earmarked for inter
national technical co-operation to the establishment in
the less developed areas of permanent training and
research institutes.

39. Lastly, we must express the Argentine Govern
ment's deep satisfaction at the final establishment of
the Commission on International Commodity Trade,
which provides the United Nations with an appropriate
organ for the discussion of One of the most difficult
economic problems facing the world.

40.' We wish to avatl ourselves of the world forum
provlded by the United Nations to give out a message
from Argentina as a member of the American com
munity. Conditions now exist in Argentina which make
a policy orprogress and nationaldevelopment possible:
deep faith in the country's destiny; real legal security
guaranteeing proper respect for individual rights,
and the management of the economy in the country's
interest. There are the three principles on which the
young countries of the American continent are waging
a great battle for self-realization; we now put these
three principles before the countries of the world in
the, conviction that success in the battle willprovide
a considerable guarantee of stability in the immediate
future. For just, as the stature of each country in the
American continent stands as a pledge of the stature
olall the others, so also the greatness of the .American
continent as a whole is a pledge of security and peace
throughout the world. The, countries of the Ameriqan
contmentare well aware that their situation is sim
Uar to that ,of other countries elsewhere In'the world;,
they are aware that under-development, helplessness,
discouragement and backwardness are to be found in
other, pll:rts of ,the World which, in some cases more
recently than they themselves, have joined the world
movement towards political co-operation and prog
ress.

41. The countries. of, the . American continent feel
themselves to be the.heirs to Western civilization and
are aware Of the immense debt they owe to the old
countries of Europe from which they have inherited
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economtes completely from the shackles which hamper
their development. ~his genuine respect for each of
our counb.'ies as legal and political entities, with no
thought of subjugation or rivalry, must be translated
into a vast plan, judicious.ly worked out, to enable each
of our national entities t~ expandwithin the framework
of the development of the Americas.

32. Because our aims are ambitious our methods must
be wise, simple, well-defined and concrete, For in
stance, the efforts which must }le made towards th~

establishment of a Latin American common market
must be based on a series of agreements between
countries as they gradually overcome both the ap
parent and the actual difficulties. In this way we shall
move towards our goal realistically. We can never
hope to reach it merely by making declarations and
building castles in the air.

33. It must be realized, indeed it should be clearly
emphasized, that the constantly changing pattern of
world economy raises at the present time a number of
questtons which in conjunction with the situation just
described bring the important prospects of the future
into nearer focus. The economy ofEuropean countries
seems for the first time to have reached a point of
stagnation in its hitherto uninterrupted expansion since
the war: .

34. The most recent developments in the United States
are affecting world economy differently than might have
)Jeen expected in the light of earlier experience. At the
same time, the sharp decline in the price of commodi
tios to which we have already referred is a determining
factor in international trade reacting most sharply on
countries undergoing development which are tradi
tionally exporters of commodities.

35. In the next few months, at this Assembly and other
important international and regional meetings, prob
lems and proposals of great significance to.the future
development of the world economy will be discussed.
We would draw particular attention to the questions
to be examined at the forthcoming conference of the
International Monetary Fund and the International
Bank ~or Reconstruction and Development to be held
at New Delhi, to the regional meetings of the J.,.atin
American and Commonwealth countries and more
especially, in connexton with the work of this Assem
bly, tathe prospective decision to set up a Special
F'llIld for economic development.

36. This brief survey reveals the need to co-ordinate
efforts and programmes. To this end the Argentine
delegation is anxious that 1 should put beforeyou some
of the basic views held by the Argentine Government'.
In the first place we wish to point out the need to attach
a realistic and, very flexible meaning to the idea of
international economic co-operation. We believe it
esSential that within the framework of the United
Natio~sthe Economic and Social. Council should as
sume thatresponl\l,ibility which rightly devolves upon
it al3 a major, consultative body. We hope therefore
that the Secretary-General will spare no effort to gain
the. co-operationaf Member States in relieving the
CouncU' of' responsibilities of minor importance, thus
giving It an' opportunity to fulfill. actively and effec
tively the mission .entrusted to it under the Charter,. . -. ~

37•. ,' W.ithoutentering into detailed constderatlon of the
other.aspects of inte:rnatioIlal economtcco-operanon«
w.l,1ich:Wlll',.be, diScussed, in the appropriate technical



52. The ide6iogtcal conflict which developed iQinter
national relations during the period I have mentioned is
not, however, confined to a sharp tactical contest on the
diplomatic front. The wide disparities In economic
development on the present international scene have
given international communism .a broad avenue for
ideological and politicalpenetration, and an oppol'tunity
for competition which is fraught with such implicatioris
for the future that concerted efforts oithe wideat and
most vigorous kind are required to 'eliminate these
disparities and to direct the fight againat want,ignor
ance and diaease along the only acceptable ideological
lines, namely those defined at. the beginning of Chapter
IX of the Charter.

53:' Elconomic and soctal eo-operation may not be used
as an instrument of political penetration or of inter
vention in the affairs of States. Itmust serve only the
ends prescribed by the Charter, ·which stipulatel3that
social progress, and the raising' of I3tandards of. living
must conform to a more ample concept offreedom and
that the creation ofconditions of stability necessary fot
peaceful and friendly relations must be bas~d on re
spect for'the principle of equal rights and self-
determination of peoples. \ '

54. The vital need to mobilize resources of capitaland
technical 'lmowledge and, to secure steadily, improved
conditions' for the intel'national exchange of goods and
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59. During the eady decades of this century, itbecame .
obvious that we must eliminate periods of social
depression and embark upon a programme of national
rehabilitation. We had to giveforceandmeaningto our
constitutional provisions which defined the Dominican
Republic as a democratic and representative State,
based upon the sovereignty of the people and on the
fulfilment of certain essential human rights.

60. Up to 1930 our constitutional history was one of
d;.3harmonybetween the principles proclaimed by our
institutions and the underlying economic and social
facts. rfhat being so, it was impossible for us to con
tribute in any way to international co-operation. The
limits of our national territory were still undefined
owing to the failure to solve the age-old frontier
problem; our financial system had collapsed, bringing
us to the verge of bankruptcy and anarchy; and Our
people were decimated by diseases whichsapped their
productive capacity and were deprived ofthe most ele
mentary educational and cultural faoilities, surviving
precariously in a primitive economy. Inthose circum
stances, it was clear that our Government, if it was to
salvage the nation, was faced with the exceptional task
of breathing life into the shadow ofan almost vanished
State and society.
61. Our territorial boundaries were fixed by the
frontier agreement of 1936 and the gradual economic,
social and cultural development brought about by the
various Governments which have ruled the country
under the same continuing political leadership has
made possible such results as the following. In 1930 the
country's entire public health budget was no more than
$160,000. Today the budget of this important govern
ment service is some $8,062,000; it has thus multiplied
more than fifty times. Whereas in 1930 we had eight
hospitals with 400 beds, we now have fifty-one hospi
tals with 7,000 beds, some of the hospitals having a
greater capacity than all the hospitals in the country
together in 1930. The malaria eradicationprogramme
is reaching a decisive phase, with a marshalling of
health resources never before seen in our history.

62. Our social policy protecting the working classes
is. reflected not only in our accession to the more im
portant International Labour Organisation conventions
but also in the incorporation of the standards laid
down in these conventions in our own labour legisla
tion. Our minimum wage regulations are at present
being amended in accordance with f?, plan recommended .
by the United Nations Expanded Programme of Tech
nical Assistance, the objective being to ensure that tlt.e
level of wages of the lower-paid working classes rises'
gradually in step with the expansion of the national
economy and thus to preclude inflationary pressures
or disturbances likely to make the continuous operation
of undertakings uneconomic. Among the more impor
tant social security advances is legislation introducing
.compulsory life insurance for all civil servants and
government,employees earning less than $400a month.

63. One interesting item in our legislation for the
protection of the needy classes is Act No; 4,107, pro
mulgated in 1955, which provides for the payment of
State allowances to the children of persons serving

1/ Sixth International Conference of American States.
Y Seventh International Conference of American states.
y Inter-American Confe~ence for the Maintenance of

Peace. . .
Y Inten-Amerfcan Dsfense Conference.
§} Ninth International Conference of American States.
9.1 First Inter-American Economic Conference•.

58. Yet, twenty-eight years ago the situation in the
Dominican Republic offered one ofthe most depressing
examples of economic and social under-development.

services in order to bette» the social and economic Our nation was plagued by internal upheavals which
situation of the under-developed countries is confront- precluded any attempt at civilization and culture und
Ing the Americas with an extremely painful dilemma, threatened to place us outside the ranks of the civilized
which cannot go unheeded by American statesmen. nations.
Either we yield to the blandishments of those who seek
to draw the American economy into the orbit of thr.t
economic policy which,..d governed by the principles
of dialectical materialism and the class struggle trans
posed to the sphere of international relations, withall
the unforeseeable consequences which a progressive
trend bi that direction might have, or we accept the
challenge to establish in the Americas economic and
social institutions of the kind required for the purposes
of collective security against aggression and the
peaceful settlement of international disputes.

55. We share the conviction of those who believe that
the historical community of the Amertcan nations haa
sufficient moral and material resources to develop in
our continent, in accordance with our traditions based
upon Western Christian philosophy, an outstanding
example o~ international co-operation for the purposes
of Chapter IX of the Charter.

56. We are faced, and thls should be stressed again,
with a real challenge to the future of Inter-American
solidarity. Just as at the conferences of Havana in
19281/ , Montevideo in 1933~/ and Buenos Aires in
1936Y , we succeeded in overcoming the dangerous
indecision which was vitiating continental policy to
wards certain practices incompatible with the princi
ples of the independence and sovereignty ofStates, and
again reaffirmed the principle ofnon-intervention; and
just as, at the conferences at Petropolis in 194711and
at Bogota in 1948& , we established rules for collec
tive security and the peaceful settlement of disputes
which are an example to the rest of the world, it is
now time for us to go beyond the stage of oratorical
statements and of reservations inconsistent with the
principles of economic and social co-operation which
we claim to support, and to overcome the frustrations
which attended the abortive Economic Agreement of
Bogota, the meeting of Ministers of Finance in 1954
and the Economic Conference in Buenos Aires in
1947§}, in order to set up a vigorous and effective
system of economic and social co-operation.

57. The Dominican Republic shares to the full the
anxieties which beset the American continent and which
have placed the solution of the serious 'economic and
soctalproblems of the Am" 'cas in the forefront of
public concern. The DOlI,. can Republic, with a
territory of 48,442 square knometres anda populatton
of 2,698,126 inhabitants, now. offers, owing to the pro
gramme ofpolitical, socialand economic rehabilitation
introduced by Generalissimo Trujillo in 1930, the
spectacle of a nation which is achieving its rightful
aspirations within the American community of nations.

J



74. So tar as our delegation can learn, ,there is little
doubt that the great Powers have already, or are on"
the point of having, th·e military resources to destroy
theDlselves and to destroyua all. Thereislittle dOUbt,'
either;--that if general., war is brought upon the world
for ~t1ymotive,hoW$';rrgoodor however' bad, itwill
neithl:iri!democratize. nor, communize it; it willanni
hilate it e . OUr problem therefore is how to hold our
destructive powars dn check,how to avoid destructioD,
and anarchy whUe we I~volve and perfec~ the arts'of
living in .peace, •of using our skill and resources co-
operatively for our common welfare.. . ,;

(

if they are without means of sub- ment of the Dominican people is best reflected in the
Dominican Government's flva-year plan, launched
on 16 August 1958, which calls for the investment of
some $650 million in economic development and in the
expansion of health and educational services.

70. As the Dominican 1\epublic's economy ia pri
marily an export economy, the rate of our economic
development depends very largely on the existence of
favourable terms or trade. The Government of the
Dominican Republic will co-operate to the utmost in
the execution of plans already drawn up for the so
called "Operation Pan-Amertcan", but it considers
that this programme should also provide for the elim
ination of certain restrictive agreements resulting in
dtscrlmtaatton against the Dominican Republic's most
important export product in the United States market.
My Government feels that there should be noperman
ent quota. restrictions which dtscrtmtnate against
certain countries. This is a problem Which affects not
only,the Dominican Republic but also the great major
ity of Latin American countries exportingagricultural
and mineral raw materials; it is, therefore,aproblem
of general concern, and should be included in any pro
gramme designed to bring about a real inter-American
economic unity.

71. Tl~e delegation ofthe Dominican Republic earnest
ly hopes that the United 1'fations will not disappoint the
hopes mankind has placed in it and that, during tl1e
present session, we shall be able to make a real and
constructive contrfbutton to the easing of international
tension and come to realize-even those of us who see
international relations as a dialectical process-that
one of the most absurdcontradictions and one whtcn we
all have an equal duty to seek to resolve is the paradox
of a world bscoming increasingly interdependent, yet
at the samertime riven by fears, antagonisms and:
rivalries absorbing energies which should rather be
directed towards raising the general standard of living
of all peoples.

72. Mr. AIKEN (Ireland): Mr. President, may I, first
of all, congratulate you on your election and wish your
presidency every. success.

73. The annual general debate of thisAss:~mbly Is-the
nearest approach we'E""veto humanity's appraisal of.
its. own situation and of· the outlook for human civil
ization in the context of a given year. The item on the
agenda, though not formally inscribed, is always es
sentially the sawe.: It is: What can this Assembly do
or advise which will best serve at the present time. the
purposes of peace? What can we doto divert the skills
and resources of humanity away from the prePilr;ttion '
of war and towards economic and social improvement?
How can the course of history be turned 3,way from
death and towards life?

prison sentences,
sistence.
64. The Dominican Republic's achievements in the
sphere of education clearly demonstrate that govern
ment activities in our country are nrmly rooted defin
itely and unquestionably in the people, In orderto give
a rough indication of the growth of education in the
Republic in recent years I need only mention that,
whereas the population has doubled in the last twenty
two years, primary schools have multiplied their
capacity eleven times during the same period.Alto
gether, 491,158 pupils are enrolled at schools in urban
and rural areas; 10,080 adolescents are attending
secondary schools and 21,000 are undergoing training
in vocational schools, while 4,034 young people are
receiving higher education at ouruniversity. The most
spectacular effort has been the Trujillo universal
literacy campaign, whose effectiveness can be judged
by the fact that v.'llereas the illiteracy figure in 1950
was 56.8 per cent, it has nowfallen to 33.9 per cent.
There was, therefore, every justification for the
statement made by Mr. Baron Castro, in addressing
the third Latin American Education Congress at Ciudad
Trujillo in January 1957, on behalf of the Executive
Board of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization that illiteracy had shown a
lightning decline in the Dominican Republic. This year
the Republic's education budget will be more than
$11 million, which is a higher figure than that of the
country's entire budget before the year 1936.

65. The extent of the Republic's economic progress
can be estimated from its agricultural production and
industrial development. As a result of the advances
made in both these areas, the per caput income of the
Republic has risen in 1957 from $174 to $229.1. This
result has been secured through an exceptional in
crease in the area under cultivation; national produc
tion for export, the value of which in 1935 did not
exceed $15 million a year, in 1957 reached the highest
figure in the count ~T'S history-$161 million.

66. With regard to industry, as a result of the
Government's policy ofstimulating development, there
were, in 1957, 2,993 industrial establishments repre
senting a total, invested capital of more than $206
million. Economic development policy is based on the
provision of absolute guarantees for domestic and
foreign capital investments.

67. Great advances have been made in the electrifi
cation of the country since this source of power was
nationalized. The Government-has invested $13million
in the development of hydro-electrtc installations.
Between 1947 and 1956 the ciountry's consumption of
electricity rose to 232 milliOll kilowatt-hours, the in
crease in 1955-1956 alone being 37,300,000 kilowatts.

68. One of the Government's largest undertakings at
present, under the programme for-the electrification
of the entire country and fol':' the improvement of the
i~rigation system, whlch has given such an impetus to
agricultural development in the Republic, is the build
ing of the Tavera dam. Which, when completed, will
irrigate 31,400 .hectares and will have a capacity of
150 million cubic metres of water, This project is
beingfit:tanced entirely by Dominican capital.

69. This mobilization of the country's natural-re->
sources and manpower in. order to 'ensure 3.'steady •
increase in the 'rate of economic and social develop;.
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76. When a man could bar himself In his cave and
ensure the survlval'ofhls famay with his club, he could
afford to be a law unto himself. Today, as the oUen..
sive pow,er of weapons threatens the destruction or
mutilation of people eve1'Ywhere, the quostion for us
all is how, in the shadow of the atom bomb, to build
a world ol'Cler in which our dispute9 will be resolved
by an accepted common authority whose decisions are
implemented by an internationaUorce-in slion, howto
preserve a Pax Atomica while we build a Pax Mundi.

77. It would be presumptuous to expect a miraculous
peace. Building a stable peace will require not only
great skill and wisdom ajl~:respect for the rights and
interests of all peoples", gl~~t and sman, but, above
.all,(;,"'!'tience, tolerance and cnarity. '.'

'i'8. It appears to us that, whateverallegations maybe
made abo\.tthe motives and intentions of Governments,
there is no,doubt thatall tIlepeoples of the ,world deep
ly desire JI. just and stable peacfe. I am personally con
vinced also that eve~~':Uovernmentwoftldprefer such
a peace to the best tl~t·general war could bring it.
That grim best could only be dominati8n by the rem
nants .of its own people over the remm-mts of a shat-
t~red civilization. r

79. While we all wish fo~ complete nuclear disarma
ment, we must confront the terrible fact that in the
pre~ent stage of 'our political development it is quite
vain to expect it in the immediate future. Even had we
reached an agreement in principle, there are at pre
sent,I understand, no technical means of making sure
that all nucleal' weapons and their components are in
fact destroyed. And, as even a few of these weapons can
cause such havoc"zit seems to us thatuntil they can be
eUectively controlled, and until it is clear be.yondany
possibility of doubt that they are no longer necessary
for the national defence ofthe larget Powers, there is
no liope of' securing' agreement to complete nuclea»
disarmament. Our best hope, for the present at any
'l-ate, is that we have already reached, or will soon
reach, the stage of peried nuclear stalemate orstable
balance of terror between the gleat Powers: the stage
in which it is known and acknowledgedby each of them
thatCaloPower can touch off a genc;!l-al war without of a
certainty being destroyed itself.

80.., I'do n-ot of course mean to !mply, as '1 shaU,em
phasize later in this speech, that Within that basic
condition' of nuclear stalemate it is not possible t.or
th~great"Powers to make useful agreements tendtng
to'llmitQompetition in nuclear armament. Indeed, we
all welcome with deep thankfulness the .progress that
has recently been made towartls agr~ement on sus
pension ot nuclear "tests, and we hope that E!imilar
progress can also be m~de befol'e long l,ln ~upervised

(> ,.., , , '" h ._~. ,f ' I~,

limitation of future production. But,ElVelli.,~o, we-shall
lulve, to liv~ ,for many years in the".B.resel!ce of enor
mous. destruc~ive.potentiality. ~The ultimate objective
of those Who 'Arork. for pe~ceis, of course, .to get ride
of that,potentiality bfmutual"consente , But the.Immed
:\a:~eobjective must be to render 'its use le~slikely.

(I

'15-. Ukell1ostotherrepresentaUvesinthisAlJsembly, 81. The difficulty of keeping war in check will in..
I,.am lure, I have long beenconvincedthat the growing crease with ovary additlontothenumberofthe nuclear
des£ruatlvenel8 of modem weapons demands a world Powers. The,re can be no mistaking the urgency of the
rule of laW.QSince the beginning of time, as the str1k~ danger. It would be traglc if, I\tthovery moment When
ing power of wetpon!' became more de~dly, reasonable these Powers seemed to be movingtowal'ds suspension
men have advocated the ru1e of u.w for ever widening of tests, smaller powers began to mnke, test and
areas. perhaps even use these terrible weapons. Onecan think

of antagonisms between small Powers which are so
blttol' that one side or the other might not hesitate
to use such weapons.

82. It Is therefore, we believe, In the intersts of the
existing members of the so-called nuclear club-the
United States, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom
and France-as well as in· all our interests, that it
should be restricted to its present memberfJhip. We
would urge as a first step that there should be an in
ternational agreement to that effect; and thatno State
outside the club should manufacture or purchase orbe
supplied with or be in possession of nuclear weapons;
In the .interests of world peace the rest of us should
agree to accept thntconditionaspermanent. We reeog
p!ze that this suggestion calls for a much greater
sacrifice from the larger' non-nuclear Powers than
from. the small States. There is one test, however, that
we should all apply to our policies. That is to try to
imagine whether, .if nuclear war broke out, we would
not then regret having failed to make the sacrifices
which might have helped to avoid it. Nor is the con
dition of the members of the nuclear club altogether
enviable. They have the formidable task of arranging
for the security of these weapons which are becoming
so dangerously small and portable. The sooner they
agree to stop manufacture the easier their task willbe.

83. 1 s~ould like to stress that, if this Assembly is in
present circumstances to recognize to certain Powers
the privileged status ofbeing the only countries entitled
to possess nuclear weapons, these Powers should
undertakenot to supply these weapons to any other
country. I c(j,tld appval to them in Godts name not to
spread these wea),lQ.us around the world.

84. Having obtained such undertakings from the nu
clear Powers, the Assembly could pass a resolution
calling on all other f,tates to refrainfrom manufactur
ing or acqUiring nuclear weapons. Such a resolution
could be followed by a convention in which these states
would bind themselves not merely to renounce nuclear
weapons but to accept United Nations supervision of
their nuclear development for peacefulpurposes. Spe
cial arrangements would of course have to be made to
secure adherence to the proposed convention by
States not members of the United Nations. Among
these, as we know, are States of great territorial
and industrial importance whose co-operation wouldbe
necessary for any effectiv.e scheme of nuclear restric
tion.

85., Nuclear,restrlction would not be justa negative
and precautionary measure. It would be a positive one,
interlocking closely with the most pressing political
requirements of peace. './;.

86. The grav.est threat to stable peace, in the period
of nuclear stalemate between the .major PowerS, is.
the contest between them for the adherence and control
of the non-attached and the detachable States. Howcan
VIe prevent this contest inadvertently bringing about

. the general.warwhich nooI\6·wants? How can we also
prevent~n~tb.Cflr danger whIch flqwS. from this contest:
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that the rivalry between the great Powers, held back possible to launch a determined campaign against the
from direct conflict by the nuclear balance, should dire poverty of most of the world's popula.tion. That
spend itseU in creating strife and tension among and poverty is one of the most fundamental and enduring
wlUt1n the lesser States? causes of bitterness and unresUntheunder..doveloped

countries. It has in thepastorentedopenings-dangel'oo
67. The solution to this problem is, wethlnk, twofold. ous openings-for contention among the great Powers.
Thefirst part of the solution is a (treat Power agree- It could in the future serve instead as a fl'Uitful field
mont to create, as opportunity offers, ever widening for their co-opernt!on.~
l\reas in which the contest for the adberence of the
smaller States wlll be brought to an end. The smaller 93. May I suggest that in a campaign against poverty
States can play their part, it they desire to do so, by our greatest handicap Is not lack of resources but the
declaring neutrality which the great Powers and the non-appltcatlon of our financial knowledge. Indeed, of
United Nations should guarantee. The secondpart ofthe all the fields in which we fail to !.:~ap up with the
solution Is to persuade, and to help as far as we can, spectacular achievements in science and technology,
the nuclear Powers to practise co-operation along that of internationalflnance is the outstanding example.
poliUcal, economic and culturalllnes, and especially Yet, as the EUl'Opean Payments Union proved, it. is
for the economic improvement of under-developed the easiest field in which to achieve agreement and
States. in which to practise international eo..operation.

88. We would therefore urge the great Power groups 94. Under the beneficl~ influence of the European
to take up vigorously the good work they began in Payments Union, inter..European t~de increased
Austria, and to reduce competition wherever it is within :A. few years by 75,per cent, W!th a consequent
mutually safe and wherever the net balance of advan- increase in capital resources 'lnd the standard of
tage to either is negligible. The hope for a just and living. If,in the light of the Eurollean Payments Union
stable peace lies, we believll, not in the perpetuation experience, the Second Committee examined the prob..
of "it'on curtains", lines of containment, "cold war" lem of how to bring the world exchange of goods and
propaganda and astronomically costly defence expen- services up to the Ievel of our combined productive
diture, but in the growing realization that..these ex- capacity it COuld, I feel sure; recommend an agree..
pedients are outmoded, and in a determination to re- ment, based on the balancing of pa~'ments at the
place them by a system ofsecurity and welfare corres- highest potential level and on the extension of mutual
po~ding "to the necessities and possibilities of this credits, which would greatly increase world trade.
n\!cl~rage. Nuclear restriction could be one impor- 95. As far. as I can see there would be no technical
tant element in such a system. In my r,~maining difficulty in providing that a United Nations institution,
remarks, Mr. President, I hope to indicate other say the International Monetary Fund should act as a
elements, of which some are political, some social world payments union or even a wo:ld central bank;
anti economic. and that this institution should Increase or restrict
89. The Irish delegation has suggested that there as required the world'a supp~y of international money
should be a military and diplomatic dra)Ving back in and provide for the balancingofinternationalpayments.
Middle Europe and in the Middle East. Here are two Initial untied credits, issued to all countries at the
areas in which the contestforthe adherence of smaller rate of even afewdollarsperheadof population, would
Powers is much too dangerous to be continued, and restore international liquidity and would give inter..
where, as far as we can see, there is no net balance of national trade the stimulus it needs so urgently. Such
advantage to either side in holding to their present credits would enable under..developed countries to buy
positionEi~ In the case of the Middle East considerable the equipment they SI) badly need to reduce poverty and
efforts have been made to reduce tension. Is it too hunger, without at the same time requiring developed
muchto hope that similar efforts will alsobe made in countries to imposeadditionaltaxationordmwontheir
Middle Europe? liquid reserves.

90, What is necessary in Middle Europe is not,of 96, Our approach to the problems we have dealt with
course, an abrupt withdrawal of forces for which fa conditioned by our convtetion that ma.jorities in all
people may not be mentally prepared and which might States desire a stable peace in order to devote their
pllmge the region into turmoil. IUs rather a measured. energy and resources to economic and social develop..
and carefully prepared d~ngback, East and West, ment, We belteve that when it is a permanent and co-
supervised and controlled by the United Nations, and operative peace we want its terms must not offend
with United Nations observers in the evacuated area, the s,elf-resPfilct or the prestige of either opponent. We
to -serve as a guarantee against theretum of foreign believe that an essential.\prelim~~ary to peace is to
troops. If, as in the case ofAustria, permanent neutral- reduce to a minimum recriminat!.on, hate propaganda
ity were to be declared by the States evacuated, it and threats. We believe that, whil~ the nuclear stale-
should be welcomed and guaranteed l;ly the great mate may have saved us from a third world wa~, we
Powers and by the United Nations. should leave nothing undone to secure the eve~i;ual

91 Th . i ' ti . d b dl t' total abolition of nuclear weapons. We feel sure that
. e var ous sug~es ons ma e your e ega IOn if a community is subjectto a government with aggres..

~::: but a single aim. to insulate atomic weapons,as sive designs' thatgovemment is more likely to be
to e ecover with wax the ugly ~ntruders they are una}lle changed by a release of tensionaround its borders, and

j et, while wesettoworkforpeace and prosperIty. by offers of peaceful and friendly co-operation, than by'
92. WiUt the help of ,the agreements suggested, outside pressure and threats. It was after all the sun
together with local political settlements, nu<:lear\Vea- and not the wind Which persuaded the gentleman in
pons can be restricted and the eXistlngnuclear Powers, Aesop'sfable to shed his cloak. Averystrongelement
graduallysepa1'l\ted by States under bondhoHo'fight - also in our approach is the belief that through tl\Q
unless attacked..Under these condtttons it willbecome. heavy clouds of threats and propaganda wecan discern

~!
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rays o( hope for the organic growth of United Nations
institutions in kGapingwith ouraet,ntiflc nchievements
and our economic resources, nnd in keeping with
common aenae nnd common humanity.

97. It wouldbe quite wl'ongtonssignnllthe blame for
the troubles of the world to governments of the present
day. These governments, particularly thPGovernments
of the major Powers, were bequeathed grave difficul
ties, frightening responsibilities and dangerous an
tagonlsms; the her~tago of the chaos and terror ot two
world wars. It is not surprising that the aftermath of
the Second World War has been a perlod marked by
fear, resentment and suspicion. In such a climate it
is not easy to bring about even limited agreements
between contesting groups. Yet a number of such
agreements have been achieved, and offer the best
hope of future advance in international understanding.
I need only mention among the more recent of such
achievements the agreement which led to the evacua
tion and neutrality of Austriaj those which made pos..
sible the United Nations Emergency Force and the
United Nations Observation Group in Lebanon; the
cultural and technical exchanges between the major
Powers; and the scientiflc co-operation between dif
ferent groups of Powers during the International
Geophysical Year, ·1957-1958. Each agreement, each
act of international co-operation, does comething to
clear from the atmosphere the poisonous accumula
tions of earlier conflicts and thereby to render a new
conflict less likely.

98. It should be noted too that, despite so much pub
licized contention on the highest levels, the many
organs of these United Nations are working quietly on
the acute problems that confront humanity in these
days of revolutionary technological and poliUcal
change. ThE:! great Powers are in closer diplomatic
contact here in this building and elsewhere than they
have been for years. The Geneva Conference for the
cessation of atomic testsV was successful beyond
expectation. It was particularly heartening to note the
success of the Second United Nations International
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomi<; Energy.
The United States proposals for the co-operative
exploration of outer space and the internationalization
of Antarctica have great possibilities for eliminating
tension and for our commonwelfare. President Eisen
hower's suggestions [733rd meeting] for a United
Nations development fund for the Middle East and for
the expansion of the International Monetary Fund and
the International Bankfor ReconstructionandDevelop
ment also give promise of fruitful co-operation.
99. Recent developments in the Formosa Straits re
mind us that great difficulties still subsist andthat the
danger of war has not ceased to hang over the world.
All of us earnestly hope that talks nowproceeding in
Warsaw may not only be successful in relation to the
immediate crisis but also may soon open the 'Vr"k.y to
a justand stable settlement il,l the Far East, averting
the recurrence of threats to peace from that region of
the world. Presstng however, as are the military,
psychological and politi~al difficulties confronting us,
and great as is the temptation to despair of solving
them, I have no doubt that, if only we can preserve_
peace for another l.ew years, this Organization Will,

7/Conference of Experts to Study the Possibility of
Detecting Violations of a Possible Agreement on the Suspen
sion of Nuclear Tel:lts.

with God's help, find ways of fostering our esprit de
corpi ns a world community of neighbours on this
satel ite of the sun, helping each other in our difficul
ties, keeping our differences within bounds and taking
a just pride in our common achtevementa,
100. Mr. HEKMAT (Iran): Mr. President, 1should llke
to expl'ess my sincere congratulations to you on your
election to the high office of the presidency of our
Assembly. Your election is a justtribute to your well
known devotion to the cause and ideals of the United
Nations. Your ability, impartiality and wisdom willbe
of tremendous value in our deliberations and will give
us the assurance that the proceedings ofthis Assembly
will be efficient and constructive. Moreover, I have
special pleasure in your election because you repre
sent a country situated in the same region as Iran-and
a country with which we have ctose ties of culture and
friendship.

101. Once again we have gathered here to renew our
pledge of unity and co-operation and to harmonize OUi.·
efforts for peace and security in the world.

102. A month ago representatives from eighty-one
nations met together here to deliberate uponthe crisis
which had cccurred in the Middle East and to dispel
the clouds which had temporarily darkened the inter
national horizon. It was encouraging that the third
emergency special session of the General Assembly
was able to break the stalemate andt'?adopt a resolu
tion [1237 (ES.m)] which, to say the least, averted the
imminent dangers in the area. In this connexion, we
must applaud the sincere efforts o~ all concerned
towards the settlement ofthe problem whichconfronted
the emergency special session of the General Assem
bly. The Arab States are especially deserving ofpraise
for their conciliatory spirit and understanding, which
contributed. so effectively to the return of tranquillity
to the area.

103. The practical arrangements being made by the
Secretary-General, in consultation with the Govern
ments concerned, will further uphold the purposes and
principles of the United Nations Charter in ensuring
peace and stability in Lebanon and Jordan and thereby
Iacilttatmg the wifudrawal of United States and United
Kingdom forces from those countries. We are confi
dent that, in the light of the practical arrangements
being made by our esteemed and able Secretary
General and the statement made by the Secretary of
State of the United States [749th meeting], as well as
statements made previously during the third emer
gency special session of the General Assembly, the
prompt withdrawal of these forces will take place. It
is our hopethat continuation ofsuch efforts, in goodwill
and good faith, will further strengthen the ties of
friendship and understanding among all the countries
of the Middle East and will pave the way towards an
enduring peace.

104. As we mentioned in our intervention at the third
emergency special session of the General Assembly,
we must tackle the problems qf the MiddleEast in the
light of those underlying factors whichhavebroughtso
much unrest and turmoil to the regionj for the solution
of the pressing "surface" issues alone cannot dispel
the basic unrest from which the Middle East has suf-
fered 130 grievously. I

105. The Middle East is indeed undergoing profound.
social, political and economic changes; this is, a
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natural process of an historlcal phenomenon, It is
common knowledge that one of the matn causes of tur
bulence in the area is the thwarting of the legitimate
desire of the people for freedom and social and poli..
tical advancement, These nations are becoming in
creasingly desirous of assertingtheirnationaUdentity
in their attempt to realize their social and political
aspirations as well as to carry on their economic
development and to make wider use of their national
l'CSOUl'ces to raise their standard of living.

106. We believe that only through international co
operation and reconciliation of interests involved can
differences be overcome and equitable solutions found
in the best interests of the peoples of the Middle East
and in the cause of peace and stability in the region.

107. While the world community was relieved of the
grave situation in the MiddleEastby the return of calm
to that area, the United Nations is nowfacing another
most urgent and serious problem in the Strait of

• Taiwan. As a representative of an Asian country, I
cannot conceal our deep concern over the course of
recent events in the Far East, particularly if we bear
in mind that such a chain of events may provoke a
major conflict. The efforts now ,being made in the
Warsaw talks are most praiseworthy and waearnestly
hope that the parties concerned will demonstrate
restraint and moderation in refraining from the use of
force andwill seek a settlement through peacefulmeans
in conformity with the principles of the Charter.

108. I should like now to turn to some other important
and still outstanding problems which appear on our
agenda.

109. The most vital problem which confronts us is
that of disarmament. Although the main responsibility
for progress or failure in this field, as well as in
other importantproblems, -eats withthe great Powers,
it is none the less true that the question is of para
mount importance to all nations, great and small. Des
pite the sincere efforts made during the twelfth session
of the General Assembly to reach agreement on dis
armament-efforts which resulted in the adoption of a
resolution by the General Assembly [resolution 1148
(Xn) ]-no concrete results were achieved. The Sub
Committee of the Disarmament Commission did not
convene to carry out the pertinent provisions of the
General Assembly's resolution. This was, of course,
a setback-which could, however, be overcome if
member nations were prepared to reconcile theirviews
in the spirit of the resolution, "Peaceful and neigh
bourly relations among States" [resolution 1236(Xll)]',
which recognizes the need to broaden international
co-operation, to reduce tensions and to settle differ
ences and disputes among States by peaceful means.

110. The mistrust of the great Powers towards one
another has indeed created an atmosphere which has
not only caused postponement and delay in the creation
of a proper international .system for the control of
armament, but has also 'engendered a race in the pro
duction of weapons of mass destruction. In such cir
cumstarees, the small nations have been left with no
alternative but to expend a substantial portion oftheir
resources on the procurement of arms rather than
directing them towards their social and economic
development.

111. If the great Powers could arrive at some agree
ment in this field, not onlycould the arms expenditures
of small nations be reduced, but, as contemplated by
the Geneml Assembly, the great Powers eouldallocate
additional resources out of the funds made available
as a result of disarmament to the improvement of
living conditions throughout the world and especially
in the less developed countries.
112. We are not, however, pessimistic abouttheulU
mate prospects for disarmament. The earnest destre
of the world community to see the ~stablishmentof an
enduring peace will ultimately bring about the end of
the arms race. Itis mostpromising that the East-West
Conference of Scientific Experts§I , in Geneva, reached
agreement on a detection system to enforce an inter
national ban on the testing of nuclear weapons. The
recent report of the United Nations Scientific Com
mittee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation [A/3838],
moreover, strikingly illustrated the imperative need to
cease the testing of nuclear and thermonuclear well."
pons. We venture to express the hope that in the light
of these conclusions, agreement on the suspension of
nuclear and thermonuclear tests will be attained at
the conference which will be held at the end of Octo
ber 1958 in Geneva. We are further encouraged to
note that a conference of experts of the United States,
the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union, to discuss
means of preventing surprise attacks, will take place
in November 1958. The convening of tlJ,is conference
i3 still another hopeful sign on the path to disarma
ment and weare confidentthatagreements reached will
contribute to a further clarification of the technical
aspects of the problem and pave the way for greater
progress in bringing about an internationally con
trolled system of disarmament.

113. Morec;'Jr, the results achieved at the Second
United Nations International Conference onthe Peace
ful Uses of Atomic Energy have strengthened ourhope
that this power at mankind's disposal will not be em
ployed as a weapon of mass destruction, but will be
used solely for the promotion of progress in human
society.

114. Another problem of international concern is that
of Algeria. We can scarcely conceal our anxiety over
the postponement of its solution. However, wecherish
the hope that, in a spirit of understanding and co
operation, a peaceful, democratic and just solution
will be found, which would meet the national aspira
tions of the Algerian people, in conformity with the
purposes and principles of the United Nations.

115. In this same spirit weearnestly hopethatfurther
progress will be made towards the attainment of the
objectives set forth in the Charter regarding recogni
tion of the aspirations of all dependentpeoples. In this
connexion, may I say that we attach great Importance
to the solution of the problem of West Irian. The con
tinuation of this dispute between Indonesia and the
Netherlands, impairing as it does the tranquillity of
the area, leads us to express the whole-heartedwish
that negotiations between these two nations will be
prompted, and that a solution will be reached, 0.!1 the
basis of the purposes and principles of the Charter.

116. The Cyprus question figures again onthe agenda
of this session. For our part we regret that up to now
this question has not been. solved in conformity with

Y See note 7.
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General Assembly resolution 1013 (XI), that is to say,
by way of negotiation among the parties directly con
cerned, namely the Governments of the United King
dom, Turkey and Greece, as well as the representat
tives of the Turkish and Greek communities ofCyprus.
My Government maintains tbe most friendly relations
witb theae three Governments. Therefore, weardently
hope that a solution which will safeguard, under con
ditions of equality, the legitimate rights of the Greek
and Tul'kish Cypriots, as well as those ofthe Govern
ments directly concerned, may soon be reached in an
atmosphere of peace and mutual understanding.
117. In dealing with the still unsolved issues oUnter
national importance, I could scarcely fail to say a few
words about the continued division of Germany. We in
Iran believe that the present situation in Germany is
not only repugnant to the aspirations of the German
people, but that it constitutes a source of tension and
grave unrest as well. We sincerely hopethat the prob
lem of the unificli'J.tion of Germany, as well as that of
Korea and Viet-Nam, will be resolved both to meet
the legitimate desires of the countries concerned and
in the interests of world peace.

118. By truly complying with the spirit and the letter
of our Charter and by sincel'ely harmonizing our ef
forts, these pressing international issues wouldindeed
be nearer solution. We appreciate the great achieve
ments already made by the United Nations in limiting
armed conflict. However, we cannot but recognize in.
adequacies in its machinery for achieving some 01 its
main purposes as set forth in the Charter. The estab
lishment of an international force to meet the threat
of armed aggression, as prescribedby the Charter, has
not so far been possible due to the lack of .manimity
among the permanent members of the Security Coun
cil. In consequence, the prcvtston ofthe Charter calling
for collective security has not been actuated. We re
tain the hope that, with the relaxation of tensions re
sulting from the sincere efforts made to restore con
fidence, difficulties in the way of the creation of such
an international foral) will be overcome.
119. In the meantime, however, certain Member
nations have tried to supplement thls-unfortunate gap
by setting up defence alliances in line with Art~cle 51
of the Charter. The ideal, of course, would have been
the establishment of a United Nations collective secur
ity system to enforce peace whenever and wherever
the need arose. Such an undertaking, however, is not
at present within reach, and the establishment of the
present system of alliances has, therefore, become a
necessary expedient.
120. Along this line and animatedby jUstified motives
of self-preservation, Iran is linked in a defence alliance
with some other nations with which we share common
ideals and interests, with a view to resisting aggres-.
ston ofany kind and to furthering regional economic and
social co-operation. The recent events in the Middle
East have convinced us :iliat the need whichcalled this
alliance into being is greater than ever and we are,
therefore, determined to strengthen further ourunited
defence position in the area. It is gratifyingto note that
the United States, which has already taken part as an
observer to the Pact, agreed, in July 1958, to co
operate fully towards the security and defence of the
member nations of the alliance.

121•. As I have said, althoughnointernationalforceas
stipulated by the Charter has 1:1ee11 developed, the

creation of the United Nations Emeregency Force in
1956 contributed a great deal to the maintenance of
tranqUillity in the Middle East. The United Nations
Emergency Force has boen an instrument of restraint
and practical value. In this connexton, my Government
considers the studios being made by the Secretary
General on the feasibility of establishing a stand-by
United Nations peace force to be of great interest and to
deserve the utmost consideration by the General As
sembly.

122. An examination of recent history and morepar
ticularly of the events of the past decade, however,
will make itabundantly clearthatdirect armed aggres
sion is not the only threat to the independence and
territorial integrity of nations. Subversive activities,
fomenting of civil strife and infiltration, all elements
of indirect aggression, are equally as perilous, not
only to the country which falls prey to them, but to
world peace in general.

123. It is true that the conceptofindirectaggression,
like that of direct aggression, has not yetbeen legally
defined. However, as no one would deny the concept of
direct aggression, so also no one can deny the concept
and meaning of indirect aggression as a more frequent
phenomenon in recent international life. No country
can feel safe if subversive activities are allowed to
succeed in their insidious work, especially the smaller
nations which are more susceptible to this danger.
Among the weapons of indirect aggression can be
counted all sorts of propaganda, including radio
broadcasts which attempt to subvert the will of those
nations at which they are aimed.

124. My Government wishes to stress the gravity
with which we view indirect aggression or subversive
activities anywhere. Such activities are contrary to
the United Nations Charter, which has made itincum
bent on all Members to refrain in their international
relations from the threat or use of force not only
against the territorial integrity 01' political indepen
dence of any State, but also, in the words of the
Charter, "in any other manner inconsistent with the
purposes of the United Nations." The debates of the
third emergency special session of the General As
sembly illustrated once again the apprehension of
many Members towards the dangers inherent in in
direct aggression, threatening, as it does, not onlythe
independence and integrity of smaller countries, but
also menacing international peace and stability
throughout the world.

125. May I point out here that Iran's foreign policy
is firmly based on the principles of the Charter of the
United Nations-principles of close Internatlcnal co
operation and maintenance of good neighbourly re
lations.

126. Our relations with Pakistan and Turkey are so
close that there would seem to be no need for me to
elaborate on them here.

127. As to our relations with our great neighbour to
the north, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, I
should like to emphasize that, in a spirit of develop
ing friendly relations, we have succeeded in settling
century-old differences over our common frontier. We
have also succeeded in strengthening our commercial
and economic ties and we are working onthe exploita
tion of water resources through the construction of
dams along the rivers which separate our ~wo coun-
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trios. We express our appl'eciation to our great ment in the given areas has proven usoful and most
northern neighbour for the good w1llit has manl£ested beneficial. Aware of tbe ndvantages of such concerted
in the settlement of diUerences between our two na- eUorts, my Government has joined the Economic
none, and we earnestly hope that this good w1ll will Commission for Asia and the Far East with a view to
remain firm and stable based on mutual respect and bringing our humble oontribution nnd experiences
benefit. which, I feel sure, will be helpful to us nil. This does
128. Close ties of culture and friendship link us to not, however, aUect OU1'posiUon that the Middle East,
our Afghan brothers, with whom we are continuing to as an entity, requires an economic commission of its
develop most eo..operative relations. It was with pro- own which, I hope, will be created in spite or present
found satisfaction that our people enthusiastically difficulties.
took part in the celebrations marking the fortieth an- 135. While we sincerely appreciate the tremendous
nivel'sary of the independence of Afghanistan, and we assistance afforded us through United Nations pro-
take this opportunity once again to wish ourneighbour grammes and otherwise, we are, nonetheless, willing
continued well-being and prosperity. to agree that the main responsibility for promoting
129. The deep-rooted cultural and religious ties and economic development and acetal progress in a given
the common interests existing between Iraq and my country rests primarily with that country itself. We
country make it incumbent upon both to multiply our fully recogpize the pertinence of this basic principle
efforts towards developing an atmospherewhi'chwould and are making every eUort to act on it to the letter,
lead to the promotion of our friendship, understanding mfsatng no opportunity to encourage the promotion of
and eo..operation to the mutual benefit of our nations. economic development in our country to the best of

our ability.
130. I should like to turn now, if I may, to the activi-
ties of the United Nations in the economic and social 136. We are follOWing a policy or positive and con..
fields. My Government wishes to express its profound structive nationalism aimed at promoting prosperity
appreciation for the assistance afforded my country and economic and social development in Iran, With the
through the Expanded Programme of Technical As- full co-operation of those countries which possess the
slstance, It is our feeling that the expanded Pro- knowledge and the capital and wish to come to our
gramme has proved most effective and has given asstatance on a basis of mutual benefit and with no
cause for considerable satisfaction. political strings attached to it. This is our under-

standing of the expression of "positive and construe-
131. I should like also at this time to express my tive nationalism". What is "positive and constructive
sincere appreciation for the economic and technical nationalism"? In this connexton, I could do no better
assistance fumtshed by the United States which al- than quote the words of our beloved Sovereign when
towed my Government, particularly in a time of His Majesty spoke r.ecently to the National Press Club
emergency, to cope with the many economic diUicul- in Washington in July 1958. He said:
ties with which it was confronted. "Constructive nationalism, one of the most power-

fu! dynamic forces of our day, has awakened new
hopes and aspirations and stirred our people with
a tresh self-confidence. Harnessed, channelizedand
gvlded, it forms the mainspring of our efforts. We
have progressed along the path of stability and so
cial reform in a democratic and constructive manner
and in a mood of dignity and honour, without wild
denunciation, witl'.,)ut ostentation and self-aggran
dizement. This is ... an enduring service to the
cause of our people and to the peace of the world."

137. I should like to conclude, Mr. President, by
expressing my hope that under your wise guidance the
deliberations of this session of the General Assembly
will be crowned with success. I shouldl1ke also, as a
representative of an oriental country, once again to
reaffirm our faith in the United Nations by pledging
that we shall not fail to do ourutmost to see the real
ization of our common endeavour to achieve the ideals
of peace and justice.

132. However, if we consider the basic requirements
of the under-developed countries, it becomes clear
that the work of the UnitedNations in this field remains
inadequate. The rate of growth in the less developed
areas is still much inferior to that of the more indus
trialized nations, and the inequalities existingbetween
the standards of living of these areas is Incres -mg..

133. The Special United Nations Fund for Economic
Development, which received considerable support
here, could and would, we believe, give great momen
turn to advancement in the less developed countries.
As yet, obstacles in the path to its realization have
not been surmounted. We look forward, however, to
the prompt establishment of the Special Fund aimed
at an expansion of existing technical assistance and at
the development of the activities of the UnitedNations
and the specialized agencies in this sphere.

134. The creation of regional commissions under
which concerted governmental action is being taken
toward the promotion of economic and social develop-
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